The policy iteration method for the optimal stopping of a Markov chain with an application by K.M. van Hee 0. Summary In this paper we study the problem of the optimal stopping of a Markov chain with a countable state space. In each state i the controller receives a reward rei) if he stops the process or he must pay the cost c(i) otherwise.
We show that, under the condition that there exists an optimal stopping rules the policy iteration method, introduced by Howard, produces a sequence of stopping rules for which the expected return converges to the value function.
For random walks on the integers with a special reward and cost structure, we show that the policy iteration method gives the solution of a discrete two point boundary value problem with a free boundary. We give a simple algorithm for the computation of the optimal stopping rule. Footnote: This paper replaces Heworandum COSOP, 74-12.
-2 -Condition A. Suppose that the reward function r satisfies for all i E S and all stopping times T.
(Note that: r+(i) := max{O.r(i)}. r-(i) := -min{O,r(i)}).
Let P be the transition matrix of the Markov chain, with components P(i,j) for i. Pc: = P (P c).
We call a function c on S a charge (see [3J) if Throughout this paper we shall suppose that conditions A and B hold.
We call a function w on S c-exessive with respect to the cost function c if In the rest of this section we summarize some properties of stopping problems.
I. I. The value function v satisfies the functional equation
(see [2J, [3J or [7] ).
1.2. The value function v is the smallest c-excess~ve function dominating the reward function r (see [2J and [3J) . 2.6. 
Reasoning like before, we eee that o -8 -
Policy iteration method
Let f be a stopping rule. such that L P(i,j)vf(j) is defined. For f we define the improved stopping rule g byjES 3. 1.
Lemma 3. Let g be the improved stopping rule of f and let v f~r . Then
Proof. We first prove 1).
If
We proceed with 2).
Note that Pgv f is finite I>E>O.
(1 -E)
Note that rand c are nonnegative both (condition A). We shall examine the stopping time T = n:
This function w satisfies the functional equation
and w~-L pnc, hence w = v so that v(i) < 00 from which it follows that n=O Ei[!r(Xr) IJ < 00 for all~and all T (condition B). The boundary conditions 3 can be formulated as fo110';'/s 4.9.~r (Q, + 1) -ao+'jzo~b ,
